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Indigenous perspectives on change in contemporary society 
 
Creeping normality of change, values and outlook, correlates within a triangulation of 
identity, time and money.  How this perception is predetermined is largely due to the 
influence of core or peripheral identities and where one is situated between the two as a 
reference point. 
 
My position as an Indigenous man places me in a unique position of a social fringe 
dweller.  By that I mean from a point of observation, where I can effectively look from 
the outside in. where I find the view from the mountain, top very clear and panoramic as I 
look into the valley of Western society. 
 
It is from this position where one can exercise the practicality of standpoint theory “… to 
change the existing power imbalance of contemporary literature theory, which re-
enforces the dominance of Western rhetoric” (Foley, 2003, p50). 
From a standpoint where this paper, makes a contribution to knowledge and encouraging 
others to take a like-minded position. 
 
Initially my first paper was in response to the Indigenous mental health conference titled, 
Aboriginal identity in contemporary society, which was presented in December 2002, 
Coolangatta. The paper presented a broad framework of identity constructs as fixed and 
variable forms predetermined by culture and society. 1. 
 
The paper I’m presenting now is a deeper progression of the first one and the mention of 
fixed and variable identities are now referred to as peripheral and core.  This becomes 
self-evident as the triangulation model is made reference to throughout the paper.      
 
When the cornucopia of a society is symbolised through plutocratic (governance through 
wealth) and corporate dictates, human identity is collectively marginalised in favour of 
productivity status. (You are known by what you do rather than who you are). 
 
A generic model, which I refer to is, ‘the tri-partite model of identity’ consists of a 
holistic approach toward body, mind and spirit. These entities are best described as 
follows. 
 
A physical body as the point of first contact in the material world that helps gives us our 
world- view or consciousness through the senses. 
 
A mind that comprises the intellect and aids the individual in the present state of 
existence with the emotions that proceed from the senses. 
Since the mind belongs to the individual’s own self the personality is also revealed and is 
part of self-consciousness.  This makes the individual independent and freethinking 
where decision- making is based on the will.  However this doesn’t absolve a person from 
the consequences of such actions made in that process. 
 
1. (To view a copy of Aboriginal Identity in Contemporary Society, please go to, 
    http://www.connectqld.org.au/airnf and click either, papers or under the author’s name). 
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The spirit is that part where we commune with the creator spirit and it is through this 
connection we are able to acknowledge a greater power. 
This is also with relationship to the land where our spirit can be described as the element 
of God-consciousness.   
 
Our Creator Spirit communicates with our spirit where, the individual dwells in the mind, 
while senses dwell in the body.  Once this is in alignment the core identity is realised and 
our land connection always tugs at us in our background through a process of attrition 
should we digress from life’s journey, in constant reminder of who we are. 
 
This model provides a blank canvas of human life and depending on how this is nurtured 
in the early years will determine a core or peripheral identity in the later years.  In other 
words how much outward influence will come back upon the individual, in filtering and 
processing stimuli through the core identity (remember this has been nurtured), or how 
much outside influence will shape the individual with a peripheral identity (lack of 
nurturing).   
This phenomenon is also intergenerational through genetic memory. 
 
A fracturing of the underdeveloped core identity can be caused by extreme outside 
influences causing trauma and rejection, (rejection is a psychological wounding of the 
core where a subconscious repositioning takes place away from the core towards the 
periphery in an attempt to re-invent the core).  Rejection wounds can stay unhealed 
throughout the lifetime of an individual and they tend to be drawn to others of a 
likeminded nature.  This brings a distortion in perception and outlook because of the 
internal wrestling and conflict to address hurts and the tendency is to also hurt others.  In 
a quasi notion of familiarity and shared experiences one seeks to address deep, seated 
rejection by having someone share in this often termed, dysfunctional relationship.  It’s 
like a drowning person who does everything they can to stay afloat even at the expense of 
the rescuer.  
 
It is the role of parents, families and elders to help nurture the core identity from birth to 
an age of accountability. If this is not recognised at this juncture, a child continues to 
grow physically but will never fully mature because of the lack of progress in leading to a 
core identity and therefore settles in the peripheral form.  Western society places little 
emphasis on this process of, ‘growing them up’ and an increasing trend reveals many 
people lacking parenting skills and therefore connect to their children as children 
themselves rather than a role model of love, nurture and authority.  Children in effect run 
the household where parents in their peripheral identity comply to their every whim.   
 
If an individual does not know their core identity they will always be on the periphery.  
This type of ‘no mans land’ creates a subconscious uneasiness and in order to address 
this, strong feelings of compulsion seek to address their lack of core identity. 
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This struggle for self-validation comes as a, “voyage into the interior that comes with the 
failure of prevailing myths to provide external models toward which one may aspire.  For 
when the prevailing myths fail to fire the varieties of man’s plight, frustration expresses 
itself first in mythoclasm and then in the lonely search for internal identity.” (Bruner, 
1987, p41). 
 
The struggle for self-validation manifests quite clearly through ‘performance anxiety’ in 
order to gain acceptance and validate insecurities.  When this is done collectively a 
society steadily dislodges it self and real problems begin to emerge, because 
manufactured or invented identities reflect the spheres of influence they succumb to.  
This could be through the environment, workplace, culture, image, values, beliefs, and 
dominate personalities either through individuals or in groups.  
 
Collectively the very world created (Western world) becomes the very thing that destroys 
itself through a process of narcistic introspection and cultural decadence. 
 
“A culture organized around mass consumption encourages narcissism-which we can 
define, for the moment, as a disposition to see the world as a mirror, more particularly as 
a projections of one’s own fears and desires- not because it makes people grasping and 
self-assertive but because it makes them weak and dependent.  It undermines their 
confidence in their capacity to understand and shape the world and to provide for their 
own needs.” (Lasch, 1984, p33).  They effectively become institutionalised and 
bureaucratically compliant on a system that fosters peripheral identities. 
 
The ‘performance anxiety’ of the Western culture is best described where, “People need 
to have something to believe in and live for, to feel they are part of a community and a 
valued member of society, and to have a sense of spiritual fulfilment that is, a sense of 
relatedness and connectedness to the world and the universe to which they exist” 
(Eckersley, 1993, p10). 
 
Typical characteristics of this phenomenon are feelings of alienation, because of an inner 
dissatisfaction, enlarging an already empty void and further compounding an anxious 
frustration driven to achieve as a matter of survival to the detriment of those around them, 
in order to get it done at any cost and move on to the next perceived task.   
 
Let me point out that there is nothing with a good work ethic, it is rather the way it is 
conducted and in a fierce competition to win at all costs with other like minded people 
seeks to validate performance anxiety through actions that are also reflected in the media 
and entertainment industries, all this in an attempt to satisfy disequilibrium at the core.  
 
This ever, creeping normality places human identity on notice to comply and reside it 
into the waiting room of a manufactured identity. (people with peripheral identities 
subconsciously replicate themselves in their own spheres of influence and constantly 
reinvent their peripheral identity as outward expression of fashion).  
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As one continues to engage with this paper a requirement of understanding Indigenous 
perception in conceptual frameworks of identity, time and money is needed or at least 
considered. 
This requires a paradigm shift where universally considered Western viewpoints  are 
predominantly made of  theories that are virtually considered as absolute truths until 
another paradigm occurs. A re-arranging of our mental furniture, not to make us more 
comfortable but what allows us to be more practical in our outlook which includes good 
leadership and responsibility. 2.  Such practicalities help us to become meaningful in our 
roles whether in the work place, family, communities or other spheres of influence. 
What makes us comfortable also makes us complacent and the evidence reflects most 
clearly in aspects of bad leadership consisting of procrastination, lack of will, inaction 
and compromise. A notion of, ‘what is in it for me’ in creeping normality eventually 
becomes a lust for power and privilege and is justified by, ‘why shouldn’t I’, or, ‘I 
deserve it because of the things I had to put up with’.  Weak leadership eventually rolls 
out the red carpet for tyrants and dictators, it is this sort of passiveness and 
procrastination that helps yield the ground because the focus is more on position and 
power (self interest) rather than responsibility. 
 
It starts by taking matters into their own hands through stealth and manipulation and is a 
misguided form of exercising moral agency.  Unfortunately positions of power, when 
they are abused, creates disruption and power vacuums that have a tendency within a 
sphere of influence to pervert and destroy people only to repeat the process yet again.  
When this cycle happens often enough it eventual becomes a form of normal practice and 
creeping normality packages corruption as an opportunity for cultural acceptance. 
 
It leads to an acquired form of identity as to equate these practices to particular people 
groups where a society finds itself sleepwalking down a slippery slope of poverty, 
violence and injustice that leads to war as an ever present reality. 
 
One example, on Australia’s doorstep was the Bougainville conflict, which festered for 
eighteen years before full-scale war broke out in 1989. This was the result of not 
respecting the land through the customary law of the Bougainvilleans because of a 
multinationals appetite for en-massing wealth. 3.  We see this repeated time and again all 
over the world as a residue of colonial mentality, which constantly seeks self- 
justification through exploitation. “Westernisation, destined to extend over the planet, is 
thus born from the fundamental imposition of images incurred in the conquest of 
territory.  Space and power are revealed as the primary co-ordinates in the affirmation of 
a Eurocentric vision.  The explorer-observer is established as the unquestionable source 
of knowledge and power, right from the first voyages made by Europeans towards a 
geography that was all to be discovered.” (Chambers &Curti, 1996, p231). All serve as 
warning signs indicative of fractures in the crucible of Western culture and influence. 
One global and social indicator, are the correlations of unrest and conflict where colonial 
powers have been which have generally evolved as institutionalised multi-nationals.  
 
 
2. Where ‘us’ is mentioned it is the author walking alongside the reader in the western, construct of thought.   
3. Bougainville Copper Limited was a subsidiary company of the multi-national Conzinc Rio Tinto. 
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This by enlarge is attributed toward identity constructs and the effects I would like to call 
the, ‘identity footprint’. 
 
 
I present the, identity footprint as a theory in describing how impressions are made on the 
shores of moral topography in other races, culture, societies and communities.  The extent 
in which, accepting responsibility of such footprints as trespassing, are based on the 
conduct of ones actions individually and collectively in the past and present that ought to 
enter into dialogue of conciliation and restitution.  Once this is acknowledged, 
responsibility of ones actions collectively brings healing and understanding on the road to 
recovery.  As much as I like to see this I am very pessimistic given the dynamic of core 
and peripheral identities. 
 
(In short if you cannot respect yourself in what you do, you cannot respect others because 
of what you’ve done).   
 
The empty core of not knowing one’s self in relation to their actions is a form of 
desecration because they don’t really know where they are stumbling along washing 
away the footprint of identity into obscurity even if it means stepping on other people’s 
feet. Part of that washing away is the notion of multiphrenia, “an important sense, as 
social saturation proceeds we become pastiches, imitative assemblages of each other,” 
(Gergen, 1991, p71).  This trend in western society has a growing and insular effect upon 
individuals with peripheral identities. 
  
There are correlations in the statements pertaining to land, how it is to be respected as our 
mother and not to be walked upon recklessly. 
 
Foot print identity theory if not considered for what it represents also leads to spiritual 
trespassing in the form of disrespecting the land and we see evidence of this in global 
warming.  This coupled with multiphrenia leads to, ‘the boiled frog syndrome’ where the 
process of gradualism has caught many in relative complacency concerning global 
warming and has provided a false sense of security.  “Secure in our ability to rely on the 
natural world to troubleshoot for us, we began to shift from passively surviving to 
actively seeking to improve our quality of life.” (Gordon & Suzuki, 1990, p42).  
It is just this attitude to improve quality of life that comes at a cost to the environment 
and does not consider the identity footprint in taking responsibility. 
 
In our model of triangulation, core identity should always be our point of reference.  
It is from this point all things are realised and seen in right perspective.  From here we 
can set realistic goals, visions and purposes.  
 
Time as mentioned on our model of triangulation (core identity as our reference point) 
becomes a perspective of cycles that over lap toward an outcome of reality. 
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When time is cyclical it tends to stand still and a sense of eternity pervades the ever 
present now.  A sense of deafening silence becomes all, consuming as the land comes 
alive.  A manifest presence invoking spiritual saturation presents a greater reality. 
The sting in the scorpion of failure is effectively cut off and performance ritual scurries 
off into the distance, as the ancients perform ceremony in respecting the land. 
 
With this in mind failure becomes more an opportunity to learn from mistakes made 
rather than feeling like a failure. 
 
If our triangulation model is based on, peripheral identity as the reference point for 
individuals they then effectively create a counterfeit culture of the core identity. 
This is where core identity individuals are positioned on the outside looking in as it were 
as a type of spiritual fringe dweller, given the context of Western constructs. 
A counterfeit culture ultimately through due process seeks to validate itself by being a 
law unto themselves to which everything is measured against and a rotating of our 
triangulated model seeks to determine new points of reference where either time or 
money or any combination replaces the point of reference.  This is the start of a 
dangerous phase because a sense of anything goes as long as it feels right pervades an 
expression of change in the sub-conscious address of trying to fill the core.  The path of 
destruction presents a most extreme example in an environment of total disorder. Where 
naked vulnerabilities are exposed, not knowing what will happen next as life hangs in the 
balance.  All sense of order and predictable notions of individuality are challenged.  This 
is where the individual with core identities step forth as the overcoming survivors.   
It is also why Aboriginal culture is the oldest on going culture in the world and since 
invasion continue to survive the failures of humanity. 
 
The peripheral identity of a person is more comfortable in the linear approach to time as a 
divide and rule concept, so much so that “the most significant characteristic of modern 
civilisation is the sacrifice of the future for the present, and all the power of science has 
been prostituted for that purpose.” (Kunstler, 2005, p185).  This is processed through 
increments of time, used in how best to utilise the time we got.  ‘Time is of the essence’ 
and every bit of time must be accounted for, there is no room for error.  If you fail you 
are written off as a complete failure, there is little room for failure and therefore you are a 
hindrance to productivity.   This effectively creates a complex of inferiority and not being 
able to measure up with a fear of failure where pseudo religions of performance-based 
achievement must be attained at any cost even at the expense of forfeiting individuality.  
This then creates paradigms of managerial manipulation and institutionalised behavioural 
patterns toward the commodification of human beings.   
One example is found in the history of Queensland’s sugar cane industry in 1885 as 
testimonial to this through what was known as ‘black birding’. Royal Commission 
findings revealed in a case against the crew of the ship named ‘Hopeful’ as, “a long 
record of deceit, cruel treachery, deliberate kidnapping and cold bloodied murder.   
The number of human beings whose lives were sacrificed can never be accurately 
known.” (Barnard, 2000, p84). 
This is not an isolated example as Australian history is pot marked by many massacres 
over its short history.  
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“We, the invaders, took all that away.  We destroyed it.  We took the land as if it were 
our own.  We replaced ecology with aggressive nineteen century exploitative capitalism.”  
The author goes on to say that, “our wealth and lifestyle is a direct consequence of 
Aboriginal dispossession.” (Elder, 2003, p296). 
An attitude of, we don’t care who you are, all we know is, you’re in the way, and 
therefore an annoyance.  
You are then effectively pushed out to the fringes where no one wants to know you, 
because you have nothing to offer.  Moreover you never really qualified to play by their 
game anyway. 
 
When an individual is placed in the dehumanization process (a spiral dynamic) and 
reduced to a commodity (a labour resource), economic slavery is justified because of the 
way society on the whole has pre determined what a human being is, in the overarching 
frameworks of ethical displacement in favour of corporatism.  This makes more sense 
because of the imprint left of massacres through genetic memory. 
 
We can now see that the triangulation model has shifted again where money and all it 
represents becomes the current reference point. 
 
In this waiting room (the process and influence of market forces) a perpetual round of 
depersonalisation ensues. Individuals collectively feel they have no choice but to 
commodify them as a resource to the corporate state.  
 
The Kantian approach ought to treat people as ends in themselves, “that people should 
treat others as a means to their own ends, however desirable the consequences, must 
always be liable to moral objection.  Such treatment of one person by another becomes 
positively exploitive when financial interests are involved.” (Wilkinson, 2003, p35). 
 
If our reference point is truly money then, an ever-increasing disparity between rich and 
poor develops in a process of downward spiralling toward violence and war. 
(War itself becomes big business). 
‘Money makes the world go round’ and ‘money is the root of all, evil’ are myths fuelled 
by an inability to see money as representing a person’s worth in time, spent working.   
To earn money as a means to an end is part of the process lives are conducted, but being a 
workaholic is an imbalance that ignores those around them because earning money 
becomes the all consuming goal.  Money or the love of it, is what is evil, not the money 
itself.  The love of money is the seductive power that comes with it that can ruin the lives 
of the victims and those around them.   
A growing trend in the world today is the continuing commodification of the human body 
where people are coerced through situations and circumstances to sell their organs, or 
children.  This is economic violence, the most, subtle and underestimated form of 
violence because it seeks to legitimise itself through supply and demand. When people 
are forced into these circumstances they become desperate.  
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“Please, I need money to get dentures, and am a senior desparet [sic] for money.  Want to 
sell a very good kidney.  Am desparet for money for teeth.  Am a senior citizen in 
excellent medical shape, but need $ for dentures.  My husband and I have no dental plan. 
(E-mail from E.B., Oak Hills, California, to N.S-H@Organs Watch, 26 January 2001).” 
(Scheper- Hughes& Wacquant, 2005, p42). 
  
The company owns your soul because you are coerced to work for nothing but meagre 
rations and living conditions.  A modern form of slavery is effectively justified and more 
so when company profits come from reduced wages and conditions of its own employees. 
Historically in Queensland’s sugar cane industry the practice of, “Black Birding”  
as previously mentioned was a form of slavery cloaked under false pretence of hiring 
labour by taking South Sea Islanders away from their homes never to go back. 
 
What has happened in history comes again with greater legitimacy, reasoning and 
justification.  History does repeat itself through cyclical change and it offers opportunity 
to learn from the mistakes of the past by not forgetting, rather than ignoring the past and 
heading toward an unknown future. 
 
Economic violence has shown itself to be diabolical, through stealth and subtlety and 
eventually through the justification of war and massacres. 
Such massacres have blighted Australian history of its treatment of Indigenous people 
but, are generally cloaked over with a conspiracy of linear time, (its’ in the past why 
worry about it), silence and general ignorance.    
 
Peripheral identities collectively are fast becoming the new, ‘stolen generations’ 
primarily because of the, ‘boiling frog syndrome.’ 4.  This in the majority of cases won’t 
be realised due to the subversive subtleties of human conditioning and change. 
The next emergent form of stolen generation people are those who have been effectively 
stolen from themselves but do not realise this because they never really knew their core 
identity.  This is further compounded by the values and dictates of Western society. 
They only know by what society dictates over linear time leading to a progression of 
generational change and ultimate deception.  
 
A system of change management must first be realised as to, a dire need for change by 
determining what is the main ingredient? In the crucible of change one must start to 
address their entire approach, a shifting of mental furniture into paradigms of core 
identity frameworks and it starts with people willing to change to weather out the outside 
storms of change. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. The stolen generations are Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people who have been separated from their families and 
communities through adoption, fostering, removal or institutionalisation due to past government policies and practices. 
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